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Retroarch won' t download thumbnails

Game ROMs should be placed inside the roms folder as configured in RetroArch. Many users sort their EMs into subsets named after the system to which OM belongs, resulting in the layout of folders such as: roms / Atari - 2600 / Atari Game 1.zip Atari Game 2.zip Atari Game 3.zip.zip .zip Nintendo -
Nintendo Entertainment System / NES Game 1.zip Sega - 32X / 32X Game 1.zip 32X Game 2.zip etc. This arrangement is not necessary and you are free to organize your EMs as you prefer. Playlists (or collections sometimes referred to) are lists of games and other content that a retroarchae playlist
scanner can automatically generate or generate a third-party playlist utility or script or edit manually in text editing. The RetroArch Playlist ScannerRetroArch incodes a ROM scanning system to automatically produce playlists. Any ROM that scans the playlist generator is checked against a ROM database
known to be good copies. To scan the content correctly, you must: Have a compatible kernel that has already been downloaded and installed Update basic info files through online updater update databases via Online Updater Restart RetroArch if any of the above has just been done Finally, If these
conditions are met, but the content is not yet automatically added to the playlist, consider submitting a problem report on github. Specifying the kernel to useRetroArch will attempt to detect and use the correct core for use with OM's used as part of the playlist. In some circumstances, it may be useful to
manually set a specific kernel for one of your playlists. This can be achieved in playlist submenus in RetroArch settings. Each playlist is a regular text file with an extension of .lpl. RetroArch 1.7.5 and later uses the JSON playlist format, although backward compatibility remains for the depreciated 6-Line
playlist format. For example: Paths in playlist files must use the correct slash sign for the user's platform. Linux, OS X and Android systems, including Lakka and LudOS, require forward slashes /, while Windows and DOS systems require backslashes \. Windows User Tip The built-in Editor of Notepad
cannot work with text files on multiple platforms such as RetroArch playback files. Many users and developers recommend free Notepad++ as a replacement, although most alternative text editors will also work. JSON Playlist Format The following example is the 2003-Plus MAME playlist with one entry for
Alien Arena - a silent version of this game is available through the RetroArch content downloader found in the Online Updater menu. The playlist is called MAME 2003-Plus.lpl, which means it will match the existing playlist icon and in the RetroArch asset package and display it for a playlist for menu
drivers that implement playlist icons. Alien Arena romset is located at C:\retroarch\downloads\alienar.zip; note that backslashes are doubled in JSON playlist entries so that the entrance to the path is C:\\retroarch\\downloads\\alienar.zip.MAME 2003-Plus.lpl { version: 1.0, items: [ { path:
C:\\retroarch\\downloads\\alienar.zip, label: Alien Arena, core_path: DETECT , core_name: DETECT, crc32: 01ACE2AB|crc, db_name: MAME 2003-Plus.lpl } ] } Alert You can omit CRC or Serial for manually created playlist entry using detect instead, although it may limit your ability to use netplay for this
playlist entry. 6-line playlist format (Deprecated)Warning This playlist format is depreciated and may not always be supported by RetroArch in the future. New playlists should be created in JSON format. Each playlist entry must be composed of 6 rows:MAME 2003-Plus.lpl
C:\retroarch\downloads\alienar.zip Alien Arena /tmp/cores/mame2003_plus_libretro.so DETECT 01ACE2AB|crc MAME 2003-Plus.lpl Path to ROM. This can be either an absolute path or a path relative to the current work directory. Display name (here you can use any name) Path to core, this libretto core
will be used to run the ROM. Here you can use the word DETECT instead of the base path. Once this is done, you can set the core to be used for this playback via RetroArch GUI. Displayname cores, not really useful, we keep it there because the history list also uses this CRC format or serial number for
the database and other appropriate purposes. You can omit CRC or Serial for a manually created playlist entry using the word DETECT here, although this may limit your ability to use Netplay for this playlist entry. The name of this playlist, which ends with the .lpl RetroArch extension, can display three
types of game thumbnails in playlists, depending on the specific retroArch menu used: Footage in the Game Boxart RetroArch thumbnail RetroArch provides frame packs suitable for use with many emulilitite systems. These thumbnail packages are recommended for most users and can be installed by
connecting to the Internet and using the built-in thumbnail updater, available from the online update menu within the RetroArch settings interface. These packages can be manually downloaded from and individual thumbnails from the package can be downloaded from thumbnails Users who want to use
their own thumbnails can do so by naming PNG image files according to the retroarchic naming convention. Thumbnails and filenameThumbnails should be stored in subfolders within the configured RetroArch thumbnail directory inside the subfolder named exactly the same as the playlist except without
.lpl at the end. Example: If your playlist is called Atari - 2600.lpl, then your Atari 2600 root thumbnail folder should be called thumbnails/Atari - 2600/. Within this folder of root thumbnails called Atari - 2600, you should create subsets called Named_Boxarts, Named_Snaps, or Named_Titles boxart / cover
in-game shots and title screens. The filename thumbnail should exactly match the title of the game as specified in the playlist with an important exception. The following characters in playlist titles must be replaced _ in the corresponding similar filename: &amp;*/:' &lt;&gt; ?\| Example: If your playlist
content is called Q*bertov Qubes, then its thumbnails should be named Q_bert's Qubes.png and stored on these tracks: thumbnails/ Atari - 2600/ Named_Boxarts/ Named_Boxarts/ Q_bert Named_Boxarts/ &lt;2&gt; &lt;1&gt; Qubes.png Named_Snaps/ Q_bert's Qubes.png Named_Titles/ Q_bert's
Qubes.png Whether you're downloading a retroarchic thumbnail or using your own custom thumbnails, you can use retroArch GUI to set which type of thumbnail to display. To change this setting, go to Menu Settings and change the Thumbnail option to reflect the type of thumbnail you want to display.
Lakka can display three types of game thumbnails in playlists: Boxart Below screenshots: In-game snapshot shown with Sega - 32X playlist. Lakka provides packages of frames suitable for use with many emulation systems. This thumbnail is recommended for most users and can be installed in two ways:
After the thumbnail files are set, go to Menu Settings and change thumbnail to reflect the type of thumbnail you want to display. Users who want to create their own thumbnails for use with Lakko can do so by naming and locating image files according to the RetroArch Naming Convention. Images must



use the PNG format and must be placed in the Thumbnail directory: /storage/thumbnails. Thumbnails should follow this naming convention:&lt;Playlist_Name&gt;&lt;Thumbnail_type&gt;/storage/frames/ / / .png&lt;Game_Name&gt;Note: Thumbnail Directory is configurable. If you want to store thumbnails
elsewhere, you can change the Dir thumbnail setting in the directory settings. AI SERVICE Fix Japanese setting. Repair offset navigation on documents on one page with a sticky header. 3DS Fix 3DS startup crash 3DS Fix C-Stick y-axis inversion. 3DS Update all icons/banner images. CHEEVOS fix
achievement badges. CHEEVOS Add PSX hash support (bin/cue, chd, or real CD). Android Implemented support for a multi-touch touchscreen. BLISS-BOX Add 4 new types of pads from firmware 3.0 COMMON Add optional thumbnails on demand USUAL Add a new thumbnail based on the playlist.
Hide the legacy version of the thumbnail package by default. COMMON emissions license per kernel (if available) within Load Core COMMON Add to load content from (and dump) CD-ROM discs. Common interface of the new basic options, allows localization, subcabels and much more. COMMON
command line option --log-file. Common default basic playlist association is now stored as metadata each playlist. SHARED discovery of playlist formats. COMMON When saving the basic bridging option, turn on only the settings for the current kernel. The usual favorites list size can now be
set&lt;/Game_Name&gt; &lt;/Thumbnail_type&gt; &lt;/Playlist_Name&gt; &lt;/Playlist_Name&gt; the size of the content history. Values can be set from 0-999, or '-1' for unlimited (99999). COMMON Prevent new items from being added to favorites when the playlist is full (old entries are no longer
overwritten). COMMON Prevent kernels from loading content that require an incompatible graphics API version from the current one. CPU FILTERS Add a Scanline2x filter. GAMECUBE Add default video/audio filter directories GL1 Ignore alpha in basic video, fixes XRGB8888 rendering in some cores.
GLCORE Do not hardcode shader cross compile the target version, but poll it. glcore would always only use the minimum target shader version, i.e. GLSL ES 3.00 for OpenGL ES 3.0+ or GLSL 1.50 for OpenGL 3.2+ GLCORE Fix regression – shaders do not work. D3D10/11/12 SLANG - Added
FrameDirection slang semantic. Works fine with braid-rewinding shader, not entirely perfect with D3D12 though. D3D10/11/12 Add an option to select a GPU to render with. D3D10/11 Repair page ratio maintenance when resizing windows. D3D12 Fix the startup time error. GLCORE SLANG - Added
FrameDirection slang semantic. INPUT Menuggle hotkey can now be tied to another keyboard key and it will switch correctly. IOS correctly centers the screen on the iPhone X landscape. IOS Deployed support for a multi-touch touchscreen. IOS Use the launch story panel to properly support all screen
sizes. LOCALIZATION Update Korean translation. LOCALIZATION Update Japanese translation. LOCALIZATION Update portuguese Brazilian translation. LOCALIZATION Update Polish translation. LOCALIZATION Update Turkish translation. WIDGETS MENU - All widgets are now properly cleaned,
fixing the frozen widgets bug when loading/closing content. MENU WIDGETS - Widgets are now drawn over a layer with OpenGL and Vulcan MENU WIDGETS - Fine tune progress bar color MENU WIDGETS - Fix long-standing problems with displaying menus on Mali400 GPUs (on ARM hardware,
SPC's and mobile phones/tablets). MENU Fix record -&gt; streaming quality, and recording -&gt; recording thread settings. MENU Repair history playlist navigation after playing content. MENU Menu input optimization performance. MENU Add Attachment Option remove playlist entry only to
history/favorites.. MENU Overhaul content Menu Display Menu Information. MENU Add a new Manage Playlists submenu. Allows you to set default core associations (through an opt-out list) and reset all existing associations. MENU Add the Set Basic Association option to the Quick Menu. MENU Add an
option to stay in the menu after saving/loading the status. MENU Ensure that the displayed thumbnails are always refreshed correctly after selecting Download Thumbnails from the Quick Menu. OZON - added to PS3. MENU OZONE - Fix regression at 1.7.7 - OSX/macOS - could not start it. OZONE
MENU - Fix the gap below the belt. MENU XMB - Add menu animation settings. MENU XMB - Add optional thumbnail scaling. MENU XMB - Repair the display of long subcabels. Text that would exceed the display area is now moving line by line. MENU XMB - Smooth vertical scrolling of the index.
XMB/OZONE MENU - Add scaling thumbnails. QT/WIMP MENU - Path selector fixes. MENU RGUI - Enable playlists to be displayed on platforms without database support. METAL/SLANG Added FrameDirection slang semantics. NETBSD Audioio is now the default audio launcher. NETBSD Repair the
segfault when running RetroArch with a blank configuration file and LANG not set up in the environment. The OSD OSD is now drawn above the Vulcan layer. OSX Fix regression with Cocoa GL - shader / preset loading is stuck in an infinite loop. OSX Fix potential OSX startup decline. RECORD Fix
Twitch streaming. SCALER Fix SSE2 path for ARGB / BGRA -&gt; BGR24 - needs to fix screenshots taken for XRGB888 (vista). SCANNNER Skip all databases with incompatible file extensions, whether the content is inside the archive or not. SCANNNER Fix hangs on blank files within archives.
VOLCANO SLANG : Added FrameDirection slang semantic. VULCAN Add an option to select a GPU with which to render. WII Add default video/audio filter directories. Wii Fix RGUI portrays corruption. WII Fix HID joypad drivers. WII Add an optional overscan correction. WII Fix recursive path_mkdir()
operation. WII Add support for RGUI on the widescreen. WIIU SLANG - Added FrameDirection slang semantic. X11 Add non-evdev key codes to fix keyboard input on non-Linux systems with X11. X11 UDEV - The mouse pointer should work now in an X11 environment without a screen. PATCH Fix IPS
patches. PLAYLISTS Fix the playlist heap corruption bug. It would also cause potential crashes on OSX and 3DS at startup. PLAYLISTE Fix shader loading and saving in cores without content. SHADERS Repair shader filling and saving in cores without content. SHADERS Implement video_shader_delay
setting. Setting.
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